Research Brief Reports

At Gifted Child Quarterly, we recognize that not all research warrants a full Feature Article. We want to encourage the submission of such research to be considered for publication. In particular, we consider the following types of studies to be particularly appropriate for a Research Brief Report:

- **Replication or extension** of a previously-published study (which authors also are encouraged to consider submitting as a Registered Report with peer review prior to observing the study outcomes). A replication is repeating the same methods with a different sample. Replications may be direct, or they may be conceptual (such as providing validity evidence for an instrument using a gifted sample). GCQ welcomes studies that report a single or multiple replications. GCQ does not publish reproductions of results using the same data.

- **Executive summary** of a large study or group of studies (e.g., multiple studies that have come from a grant)

- Research that has an original empirical or theoretical contribution but is smaller or narrower in scope than a full Feature Article

Research Brief Reports should include the following:

- A brief introduction of the issue or question (keep literature review to a minimum)
- A brief discussion of the data
- A brief description of the methods, with more detailed methods (quantitative and/or qualitative) included as supplemental online materials
- In the case of replications or extensions, contrast the results of the two studies (these may refer to the prior study for methodological details)
- A brief description of results
- A brief concluding summary, if appropriate, but do not provide an extensive discussion

Research Brief Reports are peer-reviewed in the usual manner. Research Brief Reports and Feature Articles only differ in their length given that they differ in the intended scope and contribution of the research.

Research Brief Reports must follow the GCQ **Author Submission Guidelines**. Note that Research Brief Reports should be no longer than 2500 words (about 10 pages), excluding references, tables, and figures. They also should have no more than 4 tables or figures and a maximum of 15 references. If your Research Brief Report is longer, you will need to submit it as a Feature Article.